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Figure 1 The Management Pyramid

Management is all about efficient and effective use of resources; organization and planning;
decision-making and productivity. Managers are driven to make use of their managerial skills in
order to achieve the common goal (objectives) with the employees on behalf of the company.
There are various styles of management, such as lateral, top-down and bottom-up
management, through the hierarchical levels as shown in Figure 1. There are transactional and
transformational managers who are leading the team to achieve the common goal of the
corporation. In this research paper, I am going to write about Toyota and its management team
based on the recall incident. How Toyota management responded after the huge number of
recalls resulting an image and branding crisis and a downfall of sales. I will also analyze if the
Toyota management team are effective and efficient in this incident.

BAD-GROUND
There are a lot of negative comments on Toyota’s management team after the announcement of
the defects found at certain Toyota models. In fact, Toyota has admitted that the defects are
come from the US assembling plants. The crashes and complaints skyrocketed from 2009, with
almost six times more crashes and complaints than Ford, G.M., Chrysler and Honda (see
Appendix 1 “Crashes and Complaints...” table). (Injuryboard.com, 2010) Toyota was blamed to
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be too greedy in their expansion by hiring non-skilled workers at the assembling line. Those
workers might even not share the same work ethics that Toyota has been holding since the
company was founded in 1973. According to the Toyota internal document, "The Toyota Way
2001," published in April 2001, the principles described by Toyota in its management philosophy,
The Toyota Way, are: Challenge, Kaizen (improvement), Genchi Genbutsu (go and see),
Respect, and Teamwork. Obviously, the Toyota management in the recall incident has shown us
a defect in their management. Luckily, the Toyota management learnt from the mistake quickly
and responded in a very strategic way in order to gain back the trust from the customers.
(Wikipedia.org, 2010)

WHAT MAKES A MANAGER “GOOD”?
Planning

OBJECTIVE
Control

Implementation

Figure 2 A flow diagram showing the mechanism between various qualities
in order to achieve the corporate objectives

A good manager is expected to be efficient and effective with good and precise communication,
well-organized, well-planned, knowledgable, reliable and respectful. These are the qualities we
expect from the manager. Figure 2 shows how a good manager should be able to have good
planning skills, setting up goals with control and put things together with knowledge for
implementation to reach the objectives. At the same time, the manager should encourage and
practice group dynamic to achieve the goals.

TOYOTA MANAGEMENT
Toyota management is meant to be quality assurance. According to Robert Heller at his article
“Toyota Management”, Heller pointed out that Taiichi Ohno, a key architect of the Toyota
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management style, developed the Toyota Production System. Ohno stated on behalf of the
management of Toyota that: "I feel strongly that the word 'work' refers to the production of
perfect goods only. If a machine is not producing perfect goods, it is not 'working'." (CBS News,
2010) Toyota is very serious in their production. Hence, when there was a recall occurred by the
end of 2009, Toyota had already recalled 4.2 million vehicles by the end of January 2010
regarding floor mats could bend across gas pedals, causing sudden acceleration (CBS News,
2010). It absolutely shows the strategic management and quick responses from Toyota.
However, at the same time, the recall incident has obviously revealed some defects of the
Toyota management.

EFFECTIVE MANAGEMENT = SMART
Toyota management has followed a S.M.A.R.T. move after they received complains about the
defects. S.M.A.R.T. stands for: Specific, Measured, Agreed, Realistic and Time Bond. From the
complains about the floor mat got stuck underneath the gas pedal causing sudden acceleration
of certain models, Toyota management decided to stop the sale of the related models
nationwide immediately. They specifically announced which models and what year made were
involved in the global recall. There are standards and measures for the recall, including the
agreement to repair those problem cars to a satisfied level. The CEO of Toyota, Akio Toyoda,
the grandson of Toyota’s founder, gave his apology to the families of victims of accidents in
Toyota vehicles in Japan in February. He also admitted that the rapid growth of the company
directly led to serious safety issues. He reassured that safety should be the realistic focus of
Toyota production (CBS News, 2010). After the recall has been announced, Toyota was trying to
think and act quick in order to beat the drop of the sale and its image. This involved a quick
decision-making time. Although Toyota was facing many problems and critics during the recall
incident, Toyota management has shown its effective and efficient decision-making through the
practice of S.M.A.R.T. move. From there, Toyota gains back the trust from the customers.
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STRATEGIC CONTROL: SWOT
Toyota not only has made the SMART move, it has also applied the strategic control by
identifying the SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats). Those reveal
Toyota’s Managing By Objectives (MOB) ability when dealing with the recall incident. The
following paragraphs summarize the SWOT thinking process that Toyota has gone through.
Strength:
Toyota is a famous and trust-worthy international brand. It has a very good international
standing. Its quality is among the best car sellers. It has the top selling Japanese light vehicle
sales in US (see Appendix 1 “US light vehicle sales, 2000-9” table). Toyota means high quality,
low maintenance, reliable and fuel efficient vehicles with widely available spare parts to the
customers. Toyota also stays strong in the used car market. They are also very competitive and
have a long history of competing and going foot in foot with Honda. Toyota has a huge dealers’
network around the world, which makes the products more reachable. Customers generally
have a good impression on Toyota.
Customer loyalty is another big strength to Toyota. Even though the recall incident have
created a lot of noise hurting the reputation of Toyota and the trust from the customers. The long
history and good image of Toyota has put Toyota in a strong position to pick up the pieces and
move on to the next step faster during the decision-making process from the management. The
sales go back up quickly after the recall incident. Indeed, in a long run, the recall does not
damage the reputation of Toyota that much resulting a big drop of the value of Toyota products
(US News, 2010).
Toyota caters to all kinds of users. They have lunched “Scion” for the youth market
(aged 16-30, with College degree, median income $30,000-$50,000 per year) because the
younger customer has a greater "lifetime value" (which means the younger customers have a
big potential) to the market.
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Weakness:
Toyota has a superb record for reliability and durability BUT considered typically at high
purchase prices. Since Toyota has been at the top of the vehicle sales list. It could result a big
media coverage when Toyota was facing the recall problems.
Opportunities:
Toyota deals vary regionally, but in most parts of the country, Toyota is offering 0% APR
financing on some models. Complimentary scheduled maintence for up to 2 years for some
buyers. That makes Toyota stays competitive in the market (US News, 2010). According to the
latest sales report in April, there is a general increase in Toyota car selling (see Appendix 2).
New model of Avalon 2011 has just released and receiving good reviews from various
reports (usnews.rankingsandreviews.com, 2010).
Toyota management reapplies the philosophy which the company has hold for nearly 4
decades. New promotion emphasizes safety and customer preference. All new Toyota vehicles
will include a mechanism by the braking system overriding the gas pedal (CTV.ca, 2010).
Although Toyota is facing problems, the brand is still staying strong and most customer
are still having confidence in their vehicles.

Toyota quickly launched TV commercials

interviewing new buyers who recently purchased their Toyotas after the recall (Toyota.com,
2010). From the information posted at the Toyota website and the TV commercials Toyota has
put recently. They portraited a positive image of Toyota and strong customers loyalty
(marketwatch.com, 2010). Americans continue to rate Toyota favorably (manufacturing.net,
2010).
Scholarship program raises the corporate image of Toyota, by showing that Toyota has
community responsibility. That creates the perception that Toyota is a corporation cares about
the community even its goal is making profit. Toyota’s TAPESTRY Program is already in its 20th
year. There is $550,000 available to teachers for innovative projects in science education.
Toyota can also consider expand their scholarship to not just high school teachers, but also
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college students who generate innovative ideas in science and/or engineering (Toyota.com,
2010).
Toyota has lots of female drivers who have strong purchasing power and decisionmaking influence in the market. Studies show that women purchase about 55 percent of all
Toyota vehicles in the U.S. (Edmunds.com, 2010). They should target female drivers as well as
other users.
Threats:
There are similar cars competing with Toyota. In fact, after the recall, all the promotions
from other brands are targeting the importance of safety which made Toyota a big
embarrassment in their recall incident. The media reports also worsen the situation. The Toyota
sales in US has slid 16 percent to a 10-year low back in January 2010 (Bloomberg.com, 2010).
In fact, there are lots of complaints after the recall which kept Toyota busy dealing with those
complaints and costing them lots of money.

CONCLUSION
Toyota has faced a hugh recall problem due to its previous management errors in production.
They have been trying their best in solving the problems and recapped the philosophy brought
down for nearly four decades. From the S.M.A.R.T. move to the S.W.O.T. thinking process,
Toyota has survived from the mistakes and put themselves into another level in the vehicle
industry. Customers have also shown their loyalty to Toyota because to various strengths and
opportunities Toyota possesses. The Toyota management team should have learnt a serious
lesson through this recall incident and become more effective and efficient thereafter.
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0APPENDIX 1: Toyota Recall: Camry Vehicles Not Subject To Recall Have Acceleration Problem
Posted by Brett Emison
Wednesday, March 03, 2010
10:46 AM EST

Source: analysis of National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration data;
MotorIntelligence.com from New York Times
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APPENDIX 2: Toyota Retail Sales, April (page 1)
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APPENDIX 2: Toyota Retail Sales, April (page 2)
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